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Next Meeting

 7.30 pm Dilip Paresh Hall
Time-7.30 pm to 8.0 pm -Dinner

07/09/2021 Tuesday

Last Meeting
29/08/2021 Sunday

 7.30 pm Dilip Paresh Hall

Assistant Governor official visit of the club with
New members Induction by him. 

All board members and committee chairman are
specially requesed to attend this meeting.

Hurrrah…! It's September… Our Charter month.
We are entering into our Golden Jubilee year of our inception and it’s time to celebrate. The Club has
formed a Golden Jubilee committee to celebrate this wonderful year under the Leadership of
dynamic PP Dr Rtn Prashant Desai. So let’s gear up….more details soon to follow…



LAST to last MEETING
24/08/2021 Tuesday

Club Training by PP Rtn. Dipesh Parikh. 

In last to last meeting we had all gathered to understand how we should do our Job as a Rotarain and the meeting was
ably conducted by our Club trainer PP President Rtn Dipesh Parikh
The meeting started with the Welcome speech by our President Rtn Dr Bhavin Jariwala followed by the 4 Way test.

PP Rtn Haresh desai made us understant the importance of the 4 way test ,it's origin and how it became a litmus test
for all the Rotarians before they do any business.

Than the floor was all open for our trainer. PP Dipeshbhai had prepared a Power point presentation and through each
slide he made us understand the methodology of work that needs to be followed by each Rotarian. He gave his
personal examples as to how Rotary has helped him and his family develop as a true person and how by taking part in
various Rotary program has helped him. It was a very impressive and informative meeting and all those who were
present particularly new members were well oriented of the working of Rotary.
The Vote of thanks was proposed by our New member Dr Chintan Patel.



PP.Rtn. Dr. Biren Sitwala, is a renowned
Cardiologist of Surat who heals his
patients with a calm, composed and
jovial persona with a perfect diagnosis.
He is married to PP Rtn Mona Sitwala
and the couple is blessed with a lovely
daughter Ar. Ishita.
This Marathon influencer was inducted
in RC of Surat Roundtown at a young
age in 1988-89 along with his friends
Nitin Patel and Mayank Patel. Rotary for
him was a continuation of his journey as
an Annet of this club, where his father
PP Rtn Madhusudan Sitwala was a
charter member. His father's untimely
death saw him admitted as a member
soon after the completion of his medical
studies.

We The Roundtowner
Introduction of Past President Rtn  Dr Biren Sitwala

He still remembers those initial days of RC Surat Roundtown when meetings were held at the
Kinnari Theatre and along with the meetings Ann’s and Annet’s would get to sit in the box and
watch movies. Later, the club shifted their meetings to the assembly hall of T & TV school. The
meetings were very well attended and everyone would come dressed in their Sunday best. His
father served as the President of RC Surat Roundtown and his mother as President of Innerwheel
Club of Surat Roundtown. After a few years the members collected resources to make their own
community hall and his parents performed the traditional ceremonies on the completion of the
hall which is now known as the Dilip Paresh Rotary Hall. The untiring efforts of many Rotarians
especially  PP Jaswant Mehta made the hall a reality along with an underground library and
laboratory on the upper floor for the school children.

The weekly Rotary meetings were high tea meets with ample fellowship and an atmosphere of
bonhomie with jokes, leg pulling and gossip. It was a close knit club where every one knew each
other along with their entire families. Many of our traditional meetings like Varsha Geet, Mane
Gamti Kavita, Charter Nite, dabba parties, ladies nite and President’s dinner come from that era.
The meeting after the meeting was the best part of the Tuesday evenings and ended with ice
creams. Long meetings and fellowship during the preparation for District Conference held by us
in 1985, under the then DG Rtn Bharat Solanki, is still recounted by the old timers.

In the eighties and early nineties, the board meetings and general body meetings were taken
very seriously, unlike now. Many Presidents were taken to task for small matters which at
present we don’t even consider. District events were looked forward to and very well attended.
He remembers -  once when the whole bus was requisitioned for going to a District Assembly.
The annual District Conferences were the highlight of the year and saw huge participation of
members and their families. The stay used to be in schools and company guest houses with long
evening sessions made lively by PP Jaswant Mehta and Ann Ela Halvawala regaling everyone with
their numerous jokes. 



Club affairs started to change in the nineties with young Presidents taking over. PP Nitin
Patel started the trend to have installation meeting in five star hotels. The cost per person
was a hefty Rs.75/- at what was then The Holiday Inn. He held his installation as a sit in
candle light dinner cum meeting which finished within an hour which was  very much
appreciated by the chief guest PDG Rtn Dr. Manoj Desai who was then DGE. It required
perfect coordination with micro planning and even a rehearsal and later only PP Dattesh
Daruwala tried out the same format.

Since late nineties the meetings turned into full fledged dinner meetings. With the focus on
environment, Tree Plantation became an annual event. The club bulletin, named The
Roundtowner was  previously stencilled but later brought out on computers using Coral and
copies were Xeroxed. One of the positive  feature of our club is that we have not missed
making any bulletins, which are a weekly affair. ENT surgeons PP Dr Vinod Shah followed by
PP Dr Prashant Desai have had a long association with the club bulletin as editors. PP Biren
Sitwala has also served as a bulletin Editor for few years. During his tenure as President, the
basement library was converted into the Rotary Art Gallery and held the first exhibit the
following year. This program is an ongoing project and has helped artist from all over to
showcase their work at a nominal price. Famous artists like M.F.Hussain and Bhupen
Khakhar have exhibited their work here. 

It was in the late nineties that the older generation started exiting and newer members with
more professional backgrounds entered our club. We started the ongoing Notebook Project
in his year as a President. With the help of Rtn. Sushma Daruwala and her mother Mrs
Devyani Sheth we were able to provide notebooks in three SMC run schools. He ordered
notebooks worth Rs 90,000 and placed them in the hall before the meeting and by the end of
meeting the whole amount was collected due to generosity of Roundtowners and his belief
in them was affirmed. From then on the project just got bigger and bigger.

He still vividly remembers his first meeting as a President. It was the Varsha Geet
programme for which we had practiced at Rtn. Bharat Sheth’s Parle Point office for a week.
Rtn. Paresh Mehta who had offered to sponsor the meeting was in for a surprise as there
was a huge gathering and the dosa bill came to Rs 2,200, a considerable sum in those days.
Each morning all Presidents would await a call from PDG Bharat Solanki for a dose of daily
advice. It was during such a talk that both of us put our minds together and collected the
money lying in various accounts and placed it into our trust – The Roundtown Charitable
Trust. This trust could sponsor club projects and slowly the trend of collecting money from
members through the term bill was discontinued. Ours is one of the few clubs where the
President is assured of a sum before his term to be used in various earmarked projects. We
organized two successful picnics during his tenure. We went to the Hill Zill Resort in
Umergaon during the monsoon, booking the whole hotel and almost the entire club had
joined in. In winter PP Nilkanth Desai along with his extended family invited us to his
ancestral home in Valsad. The huge property hosted 80 of us for an overnight stay with
dinner, night stay, wonderful breakfast and then the famous “ubadyu” for lunch arranged
under the mango trees at their farm. PP Dipesh Parikh as his secretary was always there to
support him. PP Biren hosted his Presidential banquet at Holiday Inn which was a musical
evening with an Italian dinner, and the non vegetarian lasagna dish surprisingly finished way
ahead of the vegetarian dishes. 



Until this year PP Dilip Choksi used to look after the hall , its bookings and accounts. The
baton then passed to Birenbhai and since then he is looking after the hall and the Art gallery
After his presidentship he declined district posts due to his professional commitments and
lack of time. However, he has always been available for each president and helped them to
realize their dreams. Ours is a non political club in all respects and we are privileged to have
the able guidance of our two PDGs. PDG. Kulbandhuji became DG in 2003/4 and we hosted
the District Assembly and Conference in Surat. PP Rtn Biren Sitwala served as District
Conference secretary and he worked hard with his team to make it a memorable event.  Dr.
Sunil Oza who was the President can tell you various enjoyable moments. As always we
served great food under the leadership of PP Nilesh Basatawala.

Club affairs remained staid and routine till our First Lady President Mona shook us all with
her innovative and fun filled meetings and programs. During one such novel garba
competition practice in hot and humid September weather Rtn. Bharat Sheth inspired us all
to get the hall air conditioned. It had a positive effect with members contributing generously
and within the month Rtn Bharatbhai received the tenders and put his carpenters and
electricians to work. Lo and behold we started enjoying the meetings in a cool ambience.

We have now entered our 50th year and his 32 years journey in Rotary  has been remarkable
and memorable. Rotary is a big part of his life and as late Rtn. Madan Lokhandwala would
say he hopes to be a Rotarian till the end.

Team during his Presidentship year First of its kind Roundtable candle light installation



Rotary Buzz
It's a month of September - Basic Education and Literacy Month

RI President's Message - September 2021

I am sure you are having an enriching experience as you Serve to Change Lives. One of the ways you can make the
greatest change in a person’s life is to help them learn to read. Literacy opens up the world to us. It makes us better
informed about life in our own communities and opens vistas to other cultures. Reading and writing connects people
and gives us another way to express our love for one another.

September is Basic Education and Literacy Month in Rotary. Enhancing literacy skills is critical in our pursuit of reducing
poverty, improving health, and promoting peace. In fact, if all students in low-income countries left school with basic
reading skills, it would result in a significant cut in global poverty rates.

Without education, illiterate children become illiterate adults. Today, 14 percent of the world’s adult population — 762
million people — lack basic reading and writing skills. Two-thirds of that group are women. Literacy and numeracy skills
are essential to obtaining better housing, health care, and jobs over a lifetime.

Especially for girls and women, literacy can be a life-or-death issue. If all girls completed their primary education, there
would be far fewer maternal deaths. And a child is more likely to survive past age 5 if he or she is born to a mother who
can read. Improving outcomes for more people worldwide is possible only if countries remove barriers to education for
girls. The economic argument for doing so is clear: In some countries where schooling is geared toward boys, the cost of
missed economic opportunity is more than $1 billion per year.

Empowering people through education is among the boldest goals we have as Rotarians. We don’t have to travel far
from our homes to encounter those whose lives are being curtailed because they struggle with reading, rely on others
to read for them, or cannot write anything more than their own name.

Starting this month, consider how your club can Serve to Change Lives through literacy: Support local organizations that
offer free programs to support adult literacy or local language learning, or that provide teachers with professional
development centered around reading and writing. Become literacy mentors, or work with an organization like the
Global Partnership for Education to increase learning opportunities for children around the world. Have conversations
with local schools and libraries to see how your club can support their existing programs or help create needed ones in
your community.

In India, the TEACH program, a successful collaboration between the country’s Rotary clubs and its government, has
demonstrated how to scale up literacy efforts to reach millions of children. And at a time when schools across India
were closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the program’s e-learning component reached more than 100 million
children through national television.

Literacy is the first step out of poverty. As Nobel laureate Malala Yousafzai has noted, “One child, one teacher, one book,
and one pen can change the world.”

Shekhar Mehta
President 2021-22



ભગવાન �ીકૃ�ણને પ�
આજે 30 ઓગ�ટ સોમવારના રોજ જ�મા�મીનો પવ� છે. ગયા વષ� આ પવ�ની ઉજવણી કોરોનાના કારણે થઇ ન હતી. �યારે આ વષ� કોરોનાના કેસ ઘટતા
સરકારે કોરોનાની ગાઇડલાઇનને અ�ુસર�ને ઉજવણીમાં છૂટછાટ આપી છે. �યારે �ુરતના ENT �પે�યા�લ�ટ ડો. �શાંત દેસાઈએ જ�મા�મીના �સંગે
ભગવાન �ીકૃ�ણને એક પ� લખીને પોતાની લાગણી �ય�ત કર� છે.

�હાલા કાના,આજે જ�મા�મી છે અને �વભા�વક છે કે, જ�મા�મી �ન�મ�ે આપણે કૃ�ણને યાદ કર�એ. �� એ થાય છે કે કૃ�ણને આપણે કઇ ર�તે યાદ
કર�એ? બાલ�ુકુ� દ તર�કે, એક ગોવા�ળયા તર�કે, એક રણ છોડ�ને ભાગી ગયેલા રા� તર�કે કે પછ� એક યોગે�ર તર�કે. કૃ�ણ એ જે ક�ુ� તેને અ�ુસરવા
જઇએ તો �ધા પડ�એ, એ�ંુ �ૂ�ય એ નથી કે એમણે જે ક�ુ� એ ખોટુ�  હ�ંુ પણ એમણે જે ક�ુ�, જે સંદભ� ક�ુ� એ સમજવાની આપણી તાકાત નથી. આનાથી
ઉલટુ�  એમણે જે ક�ંુ એને અ�ુસર�એ તો એ આપણા માટ ેસરળ અને �ુલભ થઇ પડ.ે કૃ�ણબોધ ટુ�કસાર એટલે ગીતા. ગીતા એક ��તનો, સ�ુહનો, એક
વગ�નો, એક સં�કૃ�તનો કે એક ધમ�નો �ંથ નથી. એ સમ�ત માનવ સમાજ માટ ેએક બોધપાઠ છે. એક �દવાદા�ડ� છે અને આમ જોઇએ તો દરેક માટ ેએક
ગાઇડ, એક સો��ુશન છે. સામા�ય સમાજવાળા લોકોથી માંડ�ને મોટા �વ�ાનીઓ ગીતાનો પોતપોતાની ર�તે અથ�ઘટન કર� �ૂ�ા છે. ટૂ�કસારમાં કમ�થી,
�ાનથી કે ભ��તથી તમે એક જ �યેયને પહ�ચવાનો �ય�ન કરવો જોઇએ કે તમે પરમા�માને વાંચી શકો અને પરમા�મા એટલે દરેક બી� �ય��તમાં બેઠેલો
આ�મા. આપણે દરેકને આપણા �ાનથી, ભ��તથી કે આપણા કમ�થી મદદ�પ થવાની કો�શશ કર�એ તો આપણે ચો�સ એ ઇ�ર�ય શ��તની સમીપ
પહ�ચ�ંુ, જેની દરેક માનવીને એક ઝંખના હોય છે.�લ.ડો.�શાંત દેસાઈ (ENT- �પે�યા�લ�ટ)

જ�મા�મી �ન�મ�ે �ુરતના ડો. �શાંત દેસાઈનો ભગવાન �ીકૃ�ણને પ�

Just a read

Teachers' Day quotes

    "The true teachers are those who help us think for ourselves." - Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
    "Let us remember: One book, one pen, one child, and one teacher can change the world." — Malala Yousafzai
    "It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge." - Albert Einstein
    "Good teachers know how to bring out the best in students." - Charles Kuralt
    "If a country is to be corruption-free and become a nation of beautiful minds, I strongly feel there are three key societal
members who can make a difference. They are the father, the mother, and the teacher." - Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
    "Those who educate children well are more to be honoured than parents, for these only gave life, those the art of living
well." - Aristotle
    "Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and motivating them, the teacher is the most
important." - Bill Gates
    "A good teacher is like a candle – it consumes itself to light the way for others." -  Mustafa Kemal Ataturk
    "If you were successful somebody along the line gave you some help. There was a great teacher somewhere in your
life." - Barack Obama
    "The teacher who is indeed wise does not bid you to enter the house of his wisdom but rather leads you to the
threshold of your mind." - Khalil Gibran



"Don't let your pots shine brighter than you."* My grandmother said.

Don't take house cleaning so serious.
Life is short, have fun!

Dust when you need to,
but also take time to paint a picture or write a poem, take a walk or visit a friend.

Cook whatever you want, water your plants....
Take time off to drink a coffee, swim at the beach (or pool), climb mountains,
play with dogs, listen to music, read books, spend time with your friends and
enjoy life.

_Dust off if you need to,_
but life goes on outside. 

You know this day will never come back.

_'Dust off if you need to'_
but remember that you are getting older and many things you can do now are
not so easy to do in your old age. 

And when you leave, since we all leave one day, 
you will also become dust...
_And no one will remember how many bills you paid, not even your clean
house,_ but they will remember 
*your friendship, your fun, your laughter and what you taught and meant to
them"*

Beautiful Message: BREATH

I noticed a child monk—he couldn’t have been more than
ten years old—teaching a group of five-year-olds. He had
a great aura about him, the poise and confidence of an
adult.

“What are you doing?” I asked.

“Well I just taught their first class ever,” he said, then
asked me, “What did you learn in your first day of
school?”

“I started to learn the alphabet and numbers. So, what
did they learn in their first class?” 

“The first thing we teach them is how to breathe.”

“Why?” I asked.

“Because the only thing that stays with you from the
moment you’re born until the moment you die is your
breath. All your friends, your family, the country you live
in, all of that can change. The one thing that stays with
you is your breath.”

This ten-year-old monk added, “When you get stressed—
what changes? Your breath. When you get angry—what
changes? Your breath. We experience every emotion with
the change of the breath. When you learn to navigate
and manage your breath, you can navigate any situation
in life."

Inhale love....❤ 

Exhale Gratitude....



A moment of PRIDE

 PP Rtn Nilesh Jariwala with VIVEKANAND KENDRA ALL INDIA
PRESIDENT Manniya Balkishanji 

Just Enjoy 

Men greet close friends by
abusing each other.... 
They really don't mean it at all... 

Women greet by complementing
each other.

They also really don't mean it
either...

😜

Two engineering students are waiting to give their oral viva test. The first student's turn comes, and he goes inside

External 😌:- Suppose you are travelling by a train, and suddenly it gets hot, what will you do?

Student😌:- I will open the window.

External :- Great, now suppose that the area of the window is1.5 sq.m and the volume of the compartment is 12 m3, the train is travelling at
80 km/hr in a Westerly direction and the speed of the wind is 5 m/s from the South, then how much time will it take for the compartment to
get cold?

The student can't answer, so he is marked fail and he comes out. After coming out he tells that question to the second student.

The second student goes in and his viva starts.

External 😊:- Suppose you are travelling by a train, and suddenly it gets hot, what will you do?

2nd Student 😌:- I will remove my coat.

External :- It still is hot, then what?

Student😌:- I will remove my shirt.

External (angrily) :- If it still is hot, then what will you do?

Student😌:- I will remove my pant.

External (Fuming) 😡:- And what if you die due to the heat?

Student:- Sir, mar jaunga par woh khidki nahi kholunga!

Birthday Wishes

Rotary Club of Surat Roundtown wishes a very
Happy Birthday to
 
1) Ann Sonali Mehta - 1st Septemeber
2) Rtn Yagnesh Desai - 9th September 



love this Story. 

A woman went shopping. At the cash counter, she opened her purse to pay. 
The cashier noticed a TV remote in her purse.
He could not control his curiosity and asked,
"Do you always carry your TV remote with you?😕"
She replied " No, not always, but my husband refused to accompany me shopping today because of football match, so I
took the remote."
*Moral: Accompany and support your wife in her hobbies.....*

The story continues....😏

The cashier laughed and then returned all the items that lady had purchased.
Shocked at this act, she asked the cashier what he was doing.
He said, "your husband has blocked your credit card.........."😲😲😲😲😲😲

*MORAL: Always respect the hobbies of your husband.*😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒

Story continues....

Wife took out her husband's credit card from purse and swiped it. Unfortunately he didn't block his own card.
*Moral: Don't underestimate the power and wisdom of your WIFE..*

Story continues...

After swiping, the machine indicated, 'ENTER THE PIN SENT TO YOUR MOBILE PHONE'.......

*Moral: When a man tends to lose, the machine is smart enough to save him!*

Story continues....

She smiled to herself and reached out for the mobile which rang in her purse.
It was her husband's phone showing the forwarded SMS.
She had taken it with the remote control so he doesn't call her during her shopping.
She bought her items and returned home happily.

*Moral: Don't underestimate a desperate woman!*😷😷😷😷😷

Story continues....

On getting home, his car was gone.😈😈😈😈😈

A note was pasted on the door

"Couldn't find the remote. Gone out with the boys to watch the premiership match. Will be home late. Call me on my
phone if you need something".😇😇😇😇

Damn... He left with the house key too.

😂😂😂😂

*Moral: Don't try to control your husband.
You will always lose😯😯😯😯😯😯😯😯

*Happy International Men's Day* to all Men in here. We appreciate us all


